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TAPE TRACKING AND HANDLING FOR MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDERS

WALTER PAROBY AND RAYMOND DiSILVESTRE
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center

Summary.   One of the critical performance and life limiting elements of a spacecraft tape
recorder instrumentation system which has received little attention in technical literature is
magnetic tape tracking and handling technology. This technology is required to understand
how to gently transfer tape from one reel to another with proper alignment and a desirable
uniform velocity at the read and write transducer heads. The increased demand for high
data rate (i.e. multi-track spacecraft recording instrumentation systems), coupled with
performance under extreme environmental conditions, requires a thorough knowledge of
the various parameters which establish an optimum designed tape tracking and handling
system. Stress analysis techniques are required to evaluate these parameters substantiated
with test tape tracking data, to show the effect of each parameter on a tape recorder
instrumentation tracking system. The technology is applicable to ground type tape
recorders where the detrimental effects of edge guidance can be eliminated.

Introduction.   The increased demand for high data rate spacecraft instrumentation storage
systems capable of performing under extreme environmental vibratory and thermal
conditions provided the impetus for a thorough study of tape transport magnetic tape
tracking and handling mechanisms. An ideal tracking mechanism must optimize the
necessary gentle reeling, idling, tape-head alignment and metering functions while isolating
and protecting the tape from both internal and external perturbations. The uniform
precision with which the magnetic tape is moved is largely determined by perfection and
alignment of the mechanical elements. A highly precise mechanical system will therefore
reduce the complexity of the associated tape transport electronics.

With flutter (velocity change of tape at the head) reduction as a prime mechanical design
goal and with the increased uses of bidirectional multi-track recording (.015"-.025" typical
intertrack spacing), optimization of all tape handling elements becomes more critical to
obtain the proper data time relationship across the various tracks. For a high performance
recorder, a time base stability goal of 0.5 microsecond is desirable. Fixed head-tape or
fixed tape control mechanism misalignment for example, produces a DC shift “static
skew” while imperfect tape guidance across the heads results in a sinusoidal shift
“dynamic skew,” both resulting in poor recorder performance. Typical head-tape skew
effect on performance is shown in Table I below.



TABLE I - Typical Head-Tape Tracking Effect

Head/Tape D.C.
Vertical Offset (%)

Head Amplifier
Output Voltage

(%)

0
2
5

10
20
30
40
50

100
91
87
83
75
68
58
50

Tape Speed = 5 in. per sec.
Record & Playback Freq. = 2 KHz
AMC 5 Track Head Model #ERP424005
Track Width = 0.025"1
Gap Width = 74 microinches
Intertrack Spacing = 0.050"1
Wave Length - 2 1/2 mil

Note: Tape remains in contact with the head. Loss in amplifier output voltage results
from vertical displacement of tape across the head.

Prime mechanism parameters which contribute to desirable transport tracking and handling
performance consist of the following:

• Alignment and roundness of rotating members.
• Proper tape guide roller design.
• Uniform and stable tape tension.
• Limited tape pack and handling stresses.
• Low motor torque variation.
• Perfect tape reels.
• Good head-tape frictional interface, i.e., no “stick-slip.”
• Uniform bearing rotational torque.
• Sufficient rotational dampening inertia of tape handling elements.
• No acceleration or deceleration tape slippage at start or stop of tape transfer.
• Proper geometry of tape contact elements.
• Uniform gear teeth rotation.
• No drive belt splices.



TAPE TRACKING MODEL AND ANALYSIS

Tape in bent position shown, enters the crowned roller at the center of rotation. Due to
crowned roller rotation and no tape-pulley slippage, point “A” on the tape travels to point
“B” in a manner analogous to the thread advancement of a screw. Thus the belt will
continue this action until is is centered at the apex of the crown, and the bent removed. The
centering shear forces and moments to accomplish this action are a function of the tape
tension, tape stiffness, and crowned roller profile. The tape edge at “B” stretches to
conform to the guide roller diameter at “B” while the outer edge has essentially zero
stretch at the guide roller. This spanwise strain distribution of the tape results in centering
shear forces and moments which are associated with this spanwise stretch differential. The
approaching uniform belt tension field thus readjusts itself to the guide roller profile, the
readjustment accompanied by tape element shear forces and moments. Each rotation of the
guide roller thus advances the tape to a centering position on the guide roller.
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MMechanical Precision.  The single most important contributing factor to successful
magnetic tape recorder mechanism performance is the precision with which the detailed
parts and assemblies are made and integrated to constitute a tape transport. A
mechanically well designed tape transport will perform poorly if the required detail
precision and alignment accuracy are missing.

As a central source of government and industrial magnetic tape recorder technology,
NASA has promulgated modular assembly mechanisms of extremely high precision. These
mechanisms include motors, reels, roller guides, etc. which constitute major troublesome
components of aerospace tape transports. Special attention is given to these modules in
such areas as bearing pre-load, bearing lubrication, bearing fits, detailed tolerances,
material compatibility, tape tracking centerlines, capstan run-outs, and shimming or
adjustment requirements.

Based upon years of aerospace magnetic tape transport experience, good recorder
performance is achieved with the tolerance limits of Table II. The limits are established for
fundamental tape handling elements. Adherence to these tolerance limits for the primary
tape handling elements will greatly contribute to good tape recorder performance.

TABLE II Tape Handling Mechanism Tolerance Limits (Microinches)

Item
Tape
Reels

Guide
Rollers

Capstan
Module

Tension
Mechanism

Head/Tape
Interface

Tape Centerline
Wobble
Radial Run-Out 
Axis Parallel to
Drive Capstan
Axis
Inter-Roller
Spacing
Tape Wrap Angle
(Degrees)
Coaxial Reel
Spacing
Guide Roller
Tracking
Centerline

# 2000
  ± 500

# 1 min

-

-

# 2000

-

# 500
± 200

# 1 min

# 2000

# 90E

-

# 1000

# 150
± 100

-

-

135E min

-

-

-
-

# 3 min

-

-

-

-

± 1000
-

-

-

5 - 10E

-

-



Tape Guide Roller Design.   Good tape guide roller design is governed by gentle tape
handling and tracking attenuation. Gentle tape handling is best achieved by maintaining full
tape width roller contact at minimum tape stress levels. Tracking attenuation is the guide
roller reduction of an input tape transverse error or offset of tape center as the tape
traverses the guide roller. A high precision tape transport mechanism will further require
tape guidance in the critical head transducer region as the tape travels from one reel to
another. Parameters which affect tape guidance are tape tension, tape path geometry, tape
elastic properties, and guide roller profile. In a given transport, most of these parameters
are constrained, with the designer limited to tape guide roller detail design for guidance
control.

Guide Roller Attenuation Testing.   To supplement the analytical tape tracking effort, a
test rig (Figure 1) was devised at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and attenuation
measurements were performed on various guide roller configurations. The test procedure
consisted of mounting the test guide roller to the tool right angle bracket and positioning
the end weighted magnetic tape (3M-900) in line over the guide roller and tape driver.
Tape and weights were selected equal to the tape and tape tension to be used on an
existing tape transport. The rig is limited to static or DC input errors, but attenuation
improvement measurements made on various guide roller configurations also apply to
sinusoidal input error attenuations.

The guide crown module center line location (roller center line to base) is obtained by
energizing the drive motor which moves the weighted tape across the crowned driver in
the direction of the guide crown module. The tape moving in this direction is controlled by
the crown driver. The guide crown modules see the induced error in the crowned driver if
an error off center line exists. After 30 inches of tape have passed over the guide crown
module the motor is stopped and the tape edge position is measured with the tape
measuring attenuation micrometer at the gravity side of the guide crown module. The
reading is recorded. The motor is then reversed so the tape travels over the guide crown
module in the direction of the crown driver. The guide crown module now sees in the
direction of the gravity controlled weighted tape which positions the weighted tape on the
tracking center line of the guide crown module roller. After 30 inches of weighted tape
movement, measure edge of tape at the same place as measured above. When the same
micrometer measurement in both directions is obtained then the tape is aligned on the true
tracking center line of the roller which is part of the guide crown module. This center line
is then precisely measured (without benefit of guide crown module detail tolerances) with
the attenuation micrometer. Since the test guide roller is of modular construction, the test
rig is a very useful tool in accurately locating the tape guidance center line with the base as
a reference, and for acceptance testing of production quantity guide rollers.



Guide roller attenuation is determined by adjusting the input error micrometer stage at
various increments. At each setting, weights are cycled (raised and lowered) three times.
An attenuation micrometer reading is then taken (after the test guide roller) with the weight
under the roller in a lowered position. This reading, a deviation from the guide roller center
line reading, is thus a measure of the guide roller guidance attenuation. Using the equation:

where: A = Attenuation (%)

The measured attenuation of various roller configurations can be readily determined by this
procedure. Major parameters which may be evaluated by means of the guide roller test rig
are:

1. Guide roller configuration.
2. Major roller diameter/crown radius.
3. Tape tension/stress/elasticity.
4. Guide roller material.
5. Guide roller geometry.
6. Tape contact width.

Guide Roller Configuration.   The various guide roller configurations tested are shown in
Figure 2. They include commonly used profiles such as cones, spheres, and spherical
cones plus some variations to alter the tape spanwise longitudinal stress distribution and
contact width. An outward taper or convex profile is required for tape guidance with the
apex or crown acting as a keystone about which the guidance forces must balance. Any
slight vertical shift of the tape centerline from the keystone causes an unbalance of forces
accompanied by an immediate partial restoring action. To prevent tape damage, no tape
edge guidance should be used.

Stress or strain patterns across the tape width as it contacts the guide roller conform to the
roller profile. To accommodate the related tension field transition at the guide roller the
tape edges do not necessarily remain in contact with the guide roller. Inward from the tape
edges, where the tape just contacts the roller, there is no longitudinal strain. The
longitudinal stress/strain field reaches a peak at the guide roller crown. This spanwise
strain distribution thus provides the restoring shear forces and moments when lateral tape
movement or unbalance of forces occurs. Optimum guide roller configuration tracking and
handling is achieved by maintaining full tape width-guide roller contact under maximum
permissible spanwise stress variation. The stress variation or strain profile concentrated
near the tape edges. This maximizes the restoring shear force and moment per unit of tape
lateral movement.

centerline deviation 
A = ( 1 - ) 100 

input error 



Of the various configurations measured on the tracking test rig, the spherical, coned, and
spherical cone profiles demonstrated approximately equal tracking capability. The
spherical roller is preferred as it provides a more effective lateral restoring action with a
near uniform longitudinal stress variation distribution across the tape width. It further
requires less tension load to maintain full tape width contact within given dimensional
constraints, and consequentially handles the tape more gently during the guidance process.
Attenuation for the configurations as measured on the test rig are shown in Figure 3.

The spool profile roller was tested to determine the effect of increased lateral and
longitudinal stresses at the tape edges with an effective greater restoring moment arm
capability when the tape has a lateral induced error. It displayed an improvement in
tracking performance, but is error limited in that it tracked the tape on only one of the
raised spherical surfaces for large input displacements. Similarly, the spherical grooved
roller provided a varied tensile pattern across the tape width in an attempt to increase the
restoring action. Finally, a concave profile was tested to demonstrate the significance of a
convex apex or crown. The concave profile had no tracking capability and, in fact, had the
opposite effect of forcing the tape off the roller.

Major Roller Diameter/Crown Radius.   Based on attenuation test data it is desirable to
minimize the major roller diameter. This minimum diameter is necessarily restricted to
maintaining the maximum combined allowable tape stress (roller diameter determines the
longitudinal bending stress) and guide roller detail design for mounting bearings. For a
given roller profile, however, a larger diameter requires less tape tension to maintain
desirable full tape width contact. The roller crown radius is selected to complement the
roller major diameter for optimum tracking performance. This requires a uniformly varying
longitudinal stress distribution across the tape width with no stress concentration at the
crown, as the tape traverses the guide roller. The roller crown radius provides control of
the lateral bending stress, and for a given tension and stress limiting system provides a
maximum tape guide roller contact width. The minimum allowable crown radius for 3M-
900 magnetic tape, for example, is approximately 0.1" based on an allowable bending
stress of 3500 psi. Maximum crown radius is established by determining the minimum
guide roller crown radius necessary for full tape contact width under a given tension field.
Major roller diameter and crown radius effect measured on the tracking test rig are shown
in Figure 4. It is desirable to make the crown radius greater than twice the roller major
diameter such that the longitudinal bending stress in the tape dominates the spanwise
stress.

Tape Tension/Stress/Elasticity.   The effect of tape tension, stress, and elasticity on
tracking performance is shown by the test data of Figure 5. For a given guide roller
configuration, an increase in tape tension and stress will help to provide for full tape width
contact and correspondingly provide for better tracking. In most tape transport mechanism



design this tension is limited by inter-reel torquing capabilities of either a motor or spring,
plus the maximum desirable tape stress. Based on attenuation tracking test data tape
tension of one pound per inch of width is desirable to provide good tracking performance
for 1 mil thick magnetic tape and a reasonably good tape guide roller system.

Limits on tape tracking attenuation is imposed on guide rollers by the allowable stress
limits for the magnetic tape. Most modern magnetic tapes have a polyester film base which
has a unidirectional bending endurance limit of 3500 psi. The tape magnetic coating
material endurance limit is normally in excess of this value. For a tension limited system an
increase in tape stress is achieved by a reduction in tape contact width.

Thinner tape of a given material and a given tension guidance system is easier to track.
Basically, using beam bending theory, a more flexible inter-roller span, i.e., thinner tape or
longer span makes for better guide roller attenuation.

Guide Roller Materials.   The effect of various guide roller materials on tracking
performance is shown in Figure 6. From electrostatic magnetic charge and tape coating
wear consideration a non-magnetic material in contact with the nonmagnetic tape surface
is desirable. The materials selected rubber, delrin, and 301 ST/STL cover a wide range of
friction coefficients and have been used in various tape transports. Tracking test data show
no appreciable relative merit of one material over the other providing no tape roller
slippage occurs. Surface dirt retention, thermal and vibratory environment, and desirable
inertia are other factors which contribute to material selection. Kennertium, a high density
tungsten alloy, is presently being considered as a guide roller material to improve the
flutter performance of an existing tape transport design.

Guide Roller Geometry.   Location of guide rollers in a given tape transport configuration
is dependent upon the location of the transducer head or heads, tape drive capstan or
capstans and reel arrangement, i.e., coplaner or coaxial. Since tracking or guidance at the
heads is most critical, optimum positioning of guide rollers is contingent upon maximum
tape tracking in this area. Good design practice is to have bidirectional recording layback
heads essentially isolated from tape vertical movement by mounting them in close
proximity to crowned guide rollers. The capstan in many instances serving also as a
crowned guide roller as well as a tape drive mechanism.

In a coplaner reel transport, guide roller angular position is usually simple and normal to a
mounting surface. For a coaxial reel transport, angular mounting of the guide rollers is
required to change the tape elevation from one reel to another. This is best achieved by
making the elevation transition in one stage between two equally angled guide rollers with
all other guide rollers mounted parallel to the reel axes. The effect of inter-roller spacing
on tracking attenuation is shown in Figure 7.



Tape/Roller Contact Width.   Gentle tape handling is best achieved by maintaining full
tape/roller contact width. This precludes exposing the magnetic tape to a detrimental shock
type fatigue loading which occurs if the tape edges lift off the rollers. Gentle tape handling
and optimum tape tracking are both attained by maintaining full tape width contact under
maximum permissible stress.

Guide roller tracking test rig results for several tape/roller contact width and stress
variations are shown for conical (Figure 8) and spherical (Figure 9) 7/8" outer diameter
roller configurations. Full tape width contact is achieved with two ounces of tape tension
for a conical roller of 0E 21' angle at 1640 psi and a spherical roller of 9.9" radius at 1175
psi. The higher stressed tape over the double coned roller tracked better than the lower
stressed tape over the spherical roller.

Conclusions.

1. Tape guide roller configuration requires a convex or conical profile for good
attenuation characteristics and gentle tape handling.

2. A spherical crown roller is the preferred profile as it optimizes the restoring shear
forces and moments for a given tape tension/maximum stress guidance system. It
requires the minimum tension force to obtain desirable full tape width/ roller contact.

3. For gentle tape handling it is desirable to have full tape width contact as the tape
traverses a guide roller. This minimizes the magnetic tape fatigue requirements.

4. An increase in tape tension or related tape stress in a given tape guidance system will
increase the tracking or attenuation effectiveness.

5. An increase in inter-roller unsupported tape length or tape flexibility will increase the
attenuation of a guide roller.

6. A decrease in tape thickness or tape flexibility will similarly increase the attenuation
of a guide roller in a given tape guidance system.

7. Guide roller material selection is unimportant to tape tracking providing there is no
roller-tape slippage as the tape traverses the roller. Other factors such as conductivity,
inertia, dirt retention, magnetic characteristics dominate friction requirements.

8. For a given roller profile and tape tension system a small roller major diameter will
provide better tracking attenuation. However, it will require more tape tension to
maintain full tape width roller contact than that required for a large diameter.



9. It is desirable to position transducer heads in close proximity to adjacent guide rollers.

10. The spherical crown radius should complement the major roller diameter to provide
full tape width contact under a given tape/tension system.

11. A minimum tape tension of one pound per inch of tape width is recommended for
guidance of 1 mil thick magnetic tape.

12. A crowned tape guide roller or crowned capstan should be used to control tape on or
off the tape reels as the reels and the tape stacking on the reels provide a major source
of tracking error.
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Figure 1.  Tape Guide Roller Tracking Test Rig

Figure 2.  Guide Roller Configurations
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Figure 3.  Guide Roller Configuration Attenuations

Figure 4. Major Roller Diameter/Crown Radius vs. Attenuation
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Figure 5.  Tape Tension/Stress/Elasticity vs. Attenuation

Figure 6. Guide Roller Material vs. Attenuation
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Figure 7.  Guide Roller Spacing vs. Attenuation

Figure 8.  Tape/Conical Roller Contact Width vs. Attenuation
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Figure 9.  Tape/Spherical Roller Contact Width vs. Attenuation
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